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Abstract 
We have studied electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in diatomic 
cesium molecules in a vapor cell by using tunable diode lasers. We have observed a sub-
natural Λ-resonance in absorption molecular band B1Πu - X1Σg+ at different cesium vapor 
pressures. The width of the EIT resonance shows a linear dependence on cesium vapor 
pressure.  Narrow Λ-resonances in molecules can be used as frequency references for 
femtosecond laser frequency combs. 
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1. Introduction 
Optically induced long lived ground state coherence in three-level atomic and 
molecular systems can reduce absorption in a very narrow spectral window. This effect is 
known as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in the Λ-levels quantum 
system [1]. The corresponding steep dispersion allows a slow propagation of light pulses 
[2-3] and can be used for modification of the phase-matching conditions for four-wave 
mixing [4]. Narrow Λ-resonances in the absorption are used in atomic clocks [5] and 
atomic magnetometers [6]. Recently the EIT resonances have been observed in lithium 
[7] and potassium [8] molecules in cascade schemes, and in acetylene molecules in Λ-
levels scheme [9]. Slow-light effects have been demonstrated in [9]. In current paper we 
present observation of a narrow Λ -resonance in the diatomic cesium molecules and 
suggest application of the Λ-resonances in a molecular medium as frequency references 
for time and frequency standards.  
2. Setup and obtained results 
We have observed a sub-natural Λ-resonance in the absorption cesium molecular 
band B1Πu - X1Σg+ at 780 nm. The absorption lines in this molecular band cover 
wavelength region from 755 nm to 810nm [10]. Spectral intervals between the lines are 
comparable with Doppler broadening [11]. By using high-resolution laser spectroscopy 
the molecular ground states were mapped in [12 - 15]. These published results helped us 
to identify the coupled ground states in our experiment. We have used two external cavity 
diode lasers (ECDL) to produce coherence between rotational-vibrational (rovibronic) 
ground states.  Schematic of the experimental set-up and simplified Λ-scheme of energy 
levels are presented in Fig. 1. Output power of each laser was several mW. Linear 
polarized laser beams with the same optical power were combined by beam splitter and 
sent to glass cell with a drop of metal cesium. The divergence of the beams and the angle 
between beams were less than 10-2 rad. The beam diameter is of 0.1 cm, the cell length is 
of 7.5 cm. The cell is installed in magnetic shield and can be heated till 540 K. The 
cesium vapor at a high temperature is combination of cesium atoms and cesium diatomic 
molecules (dimers) and defined by the cell temperature [16]. The frequency dependence 
of the cell transmission was recorded by photo-detector (PD) and digital oscilloscope 
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connected to a computer. The frequency tuning was controlled by a diffraction 
spectrometer (resolution 0.1 nm) and by a confocal reference cavity (resolution 10 MHz).  
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Figure 1. Schematic of the setup and a simplified energy level scheme.  
 
Observed Λ-resonance at temperature 495 K and optical power of each beam 1.5 
mW is shown in Fig.2. The width of EIT resonance is of 3.9 MHz. The frequency 
difference between two lasers is tuned around 62.2 GHz (wavelength difference is near 
0.1 nm). By using our recorded absorption spectra and results of [12-15] we have got the 
rotational quantum numbers 89 and 90 of the ground states. We have determined the 
vibrational quantum numbers as 11 for the ground states and 6 for excited states. 
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Figure 2. Transmission versus two-photon detuning. 
 
  The width of EIT resonance grows with the cell temperature. The dependence of 
EIT width on a total cesium vapor pressure is presented in fig. 3. The cesium vapor has 
atomic and molecular components which can be calculated by using the cell temperature 
T [16]. The pressure P and the number density N of ideal gas are related by well known 
expression P = k*N*T, where k is Boltzmann constant.  The ratio of the molecular 
number density and atomic number density is order of 10-2 [16]. In the temperature range 
from 470K to 530K the molecular number density changes from 1013 to 1014 cm-3, atomic 
number density changes from 1015 to 1016 cm-3. In our case the broadening mechanism of 
Λ-resonances is not clear yet, therefore we have plotted the EIT width versus the total 
cesium vapor pressure. The measured EIT width is changed more than five times, from 
1.9 MHz at 11.5 Pa to 10 MHz at 124 Pa. From the fit of experimental data by linear 
function W = W0 + B*P we have got the slope B = 0.066 (0.004) MHz/Pa and a low 
power limit W0 = 1.6 (0.2) MHz. We have estimated the contribution of the laser 
effective linewidth to the EIT width as 0.7 MHz by measuring beat note between two 
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lasers. By taking into account residual Doppler broadening due to divergence and angle 
between laser beams [17] the estimated the low pressure limit of EIT width is less than 
0.5 MHz.  
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Figure 3. EIT width versus cesium vapor pressure. 
 
 Also we study the vapor pressure dependence of Doppler-free saturation 
resonances at single photon transitions (transitions |b> – |a> or |c> - |a>, Fig.1). The 
widths of the saturation resonances are order of 20 MHz and vapor pressure induced 
variation of the spectral widths are less than 15%. Earlier similar pressure independence 
of the width of the saturation resonance in cesium molecules has been observed in [18]. 
The single-photon saturation of absorption has been associated with optical pumping 
(laser beam produced redistribution of population of the ground states) of the 
rovibrational ground states and the interaction time has been identified as diffusion time 
of the cesium molecules in surrounding cesium atomic gas inside the laser beam. 
The different pressure dependence of the Doppler-free saturation resonance and 
narrow Λ-resonance could be attributed to different relaxation processes. In one photon 
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transition only one rovibrational ground state is involved. Optical pumping process is 
dominated. In two-photon resonance two rovibrational ground states are involved and 
collision induced de-coherence between the states is responsible for broadening of the Λ-
resonance. The de-coherence rate can depend on rotational and vibrational quantum 
numbers. It will be interesting to investigate Λ-resonances for various combinations of 
the rovibrational ground states. Also it will be useful to study EIT in super-sonic 
molecular beam where inter-particle interactions are strongly reduced [15]. Under these 
conditions decoherence time can be defined only by the interaction time and very narrow 
resonances can be observed.  
The narrow Λ-resonances (Raman resonances) in molecules can be used as 
references for femtosecond laser frequency combs [19]. By using a train of short pulses  
the Λ-resonances were observed in rubidium atoms where hyperfine splitting of the 
ground state is just order of 0.01 nm [20, 21]. The spectral difference between allowed 
two-photon transitions between the rovibrational ground states in the cesium molecules 
can reach more than 40 nm in cesium molecules [12-15]. We assume that EIT in alkaline 
molecules produced by ultrashort pulses can be used to build up a compact time and 
frequency standard. It can be complimentary device to a HeNe-CH4-based optical 
molecular clock [22]. In this work [22] a vibrational infrared transition (3.39 µm) has 
been used as a primary reference for the femtosecond optical frequency chain by using 
frequency conversion. 
3. Conclusions 
We have studied electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in cesium 
diatomic molecules in a vapor cell. We have observed narrow Λ-resonance in cesium 
molecular band B1Πu - X1Σg+. The narrow EIT resonances can be used as frequency 
references for a femtosecond optical frequency comb. 
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